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From the President
This my second report to IOHA members and other readers of the IOHA newsletter. In my first report in October 2006 I noted that the next (and 15 th ) International Oral History Conference would be held at the University of Guadalajara in September 2008. Since my last report IOHA Council members and colleagues at the University of Guadalajara and in the Mexican Oral History Association (co-sponsors of the conference) have been busy with conference preparations. The conference website and Call for Papers is now available on line (at www.congresoioha2008.cucsh.udg.mx). I urge you to propose a paper or organise a thematic panel at the conference, and to start saving now towards your attendance (conference and accommodation costs will be very reasonable, but international flights to Mexico are not cheap). We are planning oral history training master classes that will precede the main conference, and the conference website includes information about exciting tourist opportunities in and around Guadalajara and Mexico-so you should be able to combine business and pleasure.
In 2002, IOHA established a Scholarship Fund to enable oral historians without institutional support, especially those from developing and under-represented regions and countries, to participate and present their work in this professionally important biennial event.
In 2004, scholarship recipients came to the IOHA conference in Rome from Argentina, Bosnia, Congo, Gambia, the Philippines, Russia, the Ukraine, Uruguay, and Zimbabwe. In 2006, they came to Sydney from Argentina, Chile, China (Hong Kong), Guatemala/Mexico, India, Samoa, the Ukraine, and Zimbabwe. We have begun fund-raising towards the Scholarship Fund that will support attendance at the Guadalajara conference. As in 2004 and 2006 I have asked the larger, well-established national oral history associations (US, UK, Brazil and Australia) to contribute to this fund, and we are currently revising the section on the IOHA website that invites donations from individuals. In 2006 anonymous individual donations supported several scholarship holders -please do contact me if you are interested in making such a donation for 2008. I have also made a funding bid to a Dutch funding body for a contribution to the scholarship fund. In total IOHA aims to offer up to 16 scholarships for the 2008 conference, and to support the travel and registration costs of scholarship recipients.
Guadalajara will be the sixth international conference since IOHA was formally constituted in Goteborg in 1996, and by moving to North America IOHA completes a global cycle that has taken the conference to each of six geographical regions of the world: South America (Rio de Janeiro in 1998), Asia (Istanbul 2000) , Africa (Pietermaritzburg 2002) , Europe (Rome 2004) , and Oceania (Sydney 2006) . A primary aim of IOHA is to support and energize an international dialogue between oral historians. It is tremendously exciting to learn from colleagues who are conducting oral history projects on the other side of the world, to realise that we often have common aims and approaches but also to learn from our differences. Oral history is both an intimate encounter and a global conversation. By moving our conferences around the globe we involve oral historians from many different countries in that conversation, and we learn about the distinctive features International Oral History Association Newsletter of oral history in different regions.
The Mexican Oral History Association Oral History Association is a young national association and IOHA is delighted to support its activities by co-hosting our conference in Mexico. Oral history is developing in many other parts of the world. In recent months IOHA members have helped to create new national oral history associations in several countries, including Ukraine (email Gelanida Grinchenko at info.UOHA@gmail.com) and the Czech Republic (email Miroslav Vanek at vanek@usd.cas.cz). The long-standing Canadian Oral History Association has reinvigorated itself and has a new website (www.canoha.ca), and in November 2007 the Institute of History at Jagiellonian University in the Polish city of Krakov is hosting a conference about oral history in eastern and central Europe (email Marta Kurkowska at mart_ka@yahoo.com). From Palestine, Sonia Nimr at the Oral History Centre in Berzeit (OHC@birzeit.edu) has reported that she hopes to run a panel at the Guadalajara conference featuring the work of oral historians in the Arab world. These are exciting developments, and IOHA aims to continue to support international oral history developments by taking our 2010 and 2012 conferences to new countries: to that end we have begun initial discussions with oral history colleagues in the Czech Republic, Singapore, Canada and Japan (another relatively new national oral history association). I welcome communication from oral history associations in other parts of the world that might be interested in hosting a future IOHA conference.
The last IOHA conference in Sydney featured a splendid plenary session about the history of the international oral history movement, chaired by Don Ritchie and with contributions from oral history pioneers Marieta de Moraes Ferreira, Alexander von Plato, Sandro Portelli and Ron Grele. I am pleased to say that their papers will be published in a future issue of the IOHA journal Words and Silences, and that we are investigating the option of placing an audio recording of the session on the IOHA website. Whilst on the topic of Words and Silences, I must apologize for and explain the delay in production and distribution of our annual journal. Words and Silences is produced by volunteers in Mexico City and they have experienced significant production difficulties, which have now been overcome. The 2005 issue should be in the post very soon; the 2006 is currently being edited; and contents for the 2007 issue (which will include the 2006 papers about the history of the international oral history movement) are confirmed. Words and Silences aims to be back on schedule by the end of 2007.
At the next IOHA Council on-line meeting in May 2007, among other items for discussion will be the IOHA website. Our website is generously hosted by oral historians led by former IOHA President Marieta de Moraes Ferreira at the Getulio Vargas Foundation in Brazil. The IOHA newsletter will continue to be published on the website, and we hope to develop more links and other interactive and audio features, perhaps involving the special interest groups established at the Sydney conference. We have some funds available to invest in the website, and we recognise that it is an essential medium for communication with IOHA members and other oral historians around the world.
Finally, I thought I should let you know that my own national base will be changing in 
A Truly International Association
Marieta de Moraes Ferreira has done us all a great service in her quantitative study of the past several years of participation in the various meetings of the International Oral History Association. She has shown in startling detail where in the world the Association draws its strength and where it must focus its efforts if it is to become truly international. Leaving aside the obvious spurts of participation in terms of attendees and presenters at our meetings on the part of the residents of the nations in which the conferences were held (Australians in Sydney, Brazilians in Rio de Janeiro, Italians in Rome, etc.) the areas of the world in which we must direct our attention are: Africa, all sections of Asia, and Eastern Europe. The surprising aspect of the numbers collated is the lack of attendees from these regions of the world even when conferences have been held in or near those areas. Istanbul did not attract large number of attendees and presenters from the Islamic world or Central Asia. Meeting in South Africa did not attract a large group of African scholars despite the long history of the study of oral history and oral traditions on that continent. And meeting in Sydney did not attract scholars from Southeast Asia despite many organized oral history projects and archives in such nations as: Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia and the Philippines. The question we have to ask ourselves is where we go from here. 1: First on the agenda is the task of reaching out to nearby areas whenever we hold a conference. That may not yield the results we want next year in Mexico but it should be a consideration for future planning. Scholarship aid, if possible, should be offered to oral historians in neighboring venues in order to stimulate interest. Publicity and outreach should be focused on those areas rather than Western Europe and the Americas. To begin this effort a central listing of people and projects should be developed and kept up to date.
International Oral History Association Newsletter 3: Two other aspects of language policy deserve attention. When we meet in venues where any of the three major languages are not widely spoken, accommodation should be made for the language of that country. I know that that is already the tradition but it should be codified. In addition we have to do better by instant translation. I know this is difficult and expensive but we should keep it in our minds at all times to try to take advantage of every possibility.
4:
The programs, to me, seem disjointed. Issues do not seem to be framed in such a way as to contribute to a continuing theme for the conference. Conferences are given themes but it is difficult to discern any rhyme or reason to those themes. Program committee members should be told that it is alright to refuse to accept papers that do not seem to make any sense in terms of the theme of the conference, even when the call for papers is so broad as to seemingly include anything. The concern should be what is common about the world we are documenting and what is common to our practice both methodologically and theoretically. Program committees should spend more time on matters of intellectual substance and the fit between the papers and the questions being asked about the topics selected and thereby try to bring coherence to the program. This does not mean that one searches for a bland agreement but it does mean that even with widely divergent views and practices people are still addressing similar or at least mutually understood problems.
5: Our ideas about interdisciplinarity seem to be fairly limited. To be sure one could argue that in some organizations the drive for reaching across boundaries has sometimes resulted in sessions that seem to have little to do with oral history (and here I am thinking specifically about meetings of the American Oral History Association) but I think an examination of the programs of the International Association reveals a very limited reaching out to other disciplines, especially on a theoretical level. Sending notices of meetings to the journals or list serves of various folklore, anthropological, sociological, political science and other organizations would be a step in the right direction.
6: There are several other issues that should be addressed. At this point let me suggest that the organization form some sort of group to review past programs in light of an effort to diversify the meetings and develop a plan to implement the proper program changes.
Thank you for your attention. The 2007 Oral History Society conference will re-examine the subject of community oral histories six years after the successful Talking Community Histories conference. Like its predecessor, it will bring together an exciting and informal mix of community organizations, museums, libraries and archives, schools and universities to present their work and debate the nature, challenges and achievements of community oral histories. It will also reflect on what has changed in the last six years. Further details are posted on the Oral History Society website -please visit www.ohs.org.uk for up-to-date information. Sponsored by the Humanities Research Centre, the National Centre for Indigenous Studies, and the Australian Centre for Indigenous History at the Australian National University, together with the Institute of Advanced Studies, University of Western Australia, and the Centre for Public Culture and Ideas, Griffith University, the conference invites contributions from biographers of Indigenous people, and from Indigenous autobiographers, and other writers. It also welcomes those concerned with portraying Indigenous lives in the artistic, visual and performing arts. The conferences takes "Indigenous" to include Indigenous people from all parts of the world. Interested persons are invited to forward to the conveners a presentation abstract addressing one of these themes: mixed identities; controversial lives; alternative narratives and technologies; the performing arts; art and politics; who owns the story? and who owns the work? peter.read@anu.edu.au This year's oral history conference in New Zealand will be held at the National Library in Wellington from 28-29 July. The theme is "Past & Future: Oral history in Aotearoa/New Zealand" and presentations will reflect on how oral history has developed in this country.
INDIGENOUS LIVES
Other themes are:
-the beginnings of oral history in Aotearoa/New Zealand -the development of Maori oral history -the impact of oral history projects in communities and cultures not previously recorded -the development of oral history in Pacific Island communities -the effect of government involvement in and/or support for oral history The Oral History Association of Australia will hold its biennial national conference in Brisbane from 27 to 30 September 2007. The conference will be held in a delightful riverside setting 15 minutes from the center of Brisbane and will bring together oral historians from around the country and overseas. The theme of the conference is: Old Stories New Ways. Sub themes include: interpreting story; working with community; understanding memory; oral history and independent practitioners; and addressing changing technologies. There will be social gatherings, cultural events, performances, papers and panels.
A rich variety of more than 60 papers have been accepted. As each presenter confirms attendance the conference web site will be updated with the details. Target Groups: Primary and secondary teachers, university students and professors of the social sciences, social organizations and institutions, municipal libraries, museums, and cooperatives.
Objectives: With this program we propose to: · Strengthen relations between the university and the community, to promote actions that enrich the practices of educational institutions and social organizations that collaborate in the search for solutions to concrete social demands. · Organize oral history training sessions destined for social organizations, teachers, students and the community in general. · At the end of each training session, students are able to develop classroom projects which permit them to profit from the vast possibilities that oral history offers for significant study in the social sciences and history. · Training course participants should be able to develop and put into practice school and community projects based on the creation and use of oral sources and archives. 
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In this workshop we propose reflecting on the limits of memory and its relations with history, exploring new paths through other disciplines such as literature, psychiatry and cinema studies as forms of expression and understanding. The workshop will focus on three thematic domains: The International Oral History Association in collaboration with the University of Guadalajara and the Mexican Oral History Association (AMHO) invite paper proposals from around the word for the 15th International Oral History Conference in Guadalajara, Mexico.
Proposals may be for a conference paper, a thematic panel, a special interest group session or a workshop session. Only those proposals clearly focused on oral history will be given consideration. Proposals will be evaluated according to their oral history focus, methodological and theoretical significance and relevance to the conference theme and subthemes.
SUB THEMES
• Contributions of Oral History to the understanding of the 20th Century.
• Time in Memory: Lived experience; what is remembered and what is forgotten.
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• Spaces of Memory: Community, the local, the global and everyday life.
• Ecology and Disasters: Environmental themes, natural heritage, cultural resources.
• Memory and Politics: Experiences of political participation; NGOs, political groups, political agency and individuals.
• Family and Generations.
• Migrations: Diasporas, international and local migratory movements, networks, borderlands, religious migration, the human capital of immigrants.
• Sharing and Transmitting Faith: Religious traditions.
• Oral Tradition.
• Theory and Method in Oral History.
• Memories of Violence and War: Justice, trauma and memory, survivors, civil rights and human rights.
• Memories of the Body: Dance, tattoos, dramatizations and the emotions.
• Work: Experiences, conceptions and modalities of work.
• Health: Illnesses, healing, myths, the handicapped, elderly and retired people.
• Gender.
• The Teaching of Oral History: Experiences in formal and informal education.
• Archiving Memory: The interview as a source for social research, multiple readings of interviews, publication and dissemination of oral history, audio archives, audiovisual media, access and questioning.
• Museums and Oral History.
• Oral History and the Visual Image.
• Legal and Ethical Issues in Oral History.
MASTER CLASSES:
Several Master Classes and workshops on Oral History will be offered before the Conference by internationally renowned scholars and specialists in Oral History.
SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS:
Continuing the precedent set in Sydney, Special Interest Groups sessions will be scheduled so that participants can get to know one another, establish contacts and exchange resources and ideas.
DEADLINE FOR PROPOSALS: JULY 15, 2007
PROPOSAL SPECIFICATIONS
Please submit a 300-word maximum proposal summarizing your presentation, via the Conference Website: www.congresoioha2008.cucsh.udg.mx
You will also be requested to supply the following information:
• Name (last name in CAPITALS)
• Only those proposals clearly focused on oral history will be given consideration. Proposals will be evaluated according to their oral history focus, methodological and theoretical significance and relevance to the conference theme and sub-themes. The Organizing Committee will notify acceptance or rejection of proposals by October 15, 2007.
Proposals must be written in English or Spanish. If your proposal is accepted, you will be required to send the final paper in English or Spanish, attaching an abstract summary translated professionally into the second language.
Insofar as possible, papers and presentations should allow the audience to hear the voices of the interviewed narrators.
Individual Papers: Will be assigned by the Organizing Committee to international panels or workshops with other papers with similar theme or focus. Thematic Panels: Proposals for thematic panels must have no more than four presenters, preferably from different countries. 
TRAVEL SCHOLARSHIPS
The International Oral History Association (IOHA) has a small Travel Scholarship Fund aimed at providing partial financial support for travel to and/or accommodations at the Conference, particularly for those participants from developing countries. Related information and the application form are available on the IOHA Website (http://www.ioha.fgv.br). To be eligible for a travel scholarship, candidates must first have their paper proposals accepted. To receive a scholarship, finalists must submit their final paper by the published deadline.
CONTACTS
If you have questions or would like advice from an IOHA Council member about a conference proposal, you may contact your regional representative as follows: 
Visual and Performing Arts Sessions at Guadalajara
For the upcoming IOHA biennial meeting in Guadalajara, Mexico, based on discussions with the meeting sponsors I have been assured that there will be sufficient space and technical support for performative presentations incorporating oral history. As the current facilitator of the Visual and Performing Arts affinity groups as constituted in Sydney, I want to encourage IOHA members who are working in performing, visual and other media to develop proposals for the upcoming conference in Guadalajara. Proposals should follow the same guidelines for paper presentations in that oral history should be integral to the presentation of work(s) and that a substantive discussion of oral history theory, method and/or the situational aspects of collecting and preserving oral histories be germane to your presentation. I look forward to your participation in 2008. Please feel free to contact me if you have questions or require more information.
Jeff Friedman Department of Dance, Rutgers University jfdance@rci.rutgers.edu
Through this newsletter I am please to announce that the First Central American Conference of Oral Historians and the Third International Conference will take place in Nicaragua in March 2009, hosted by the Univesidad Nacional Autónoma de Nicaragua UNAN Managua de Nicaragua. Plan to invite your students-our future colleagues -so that we put together panels on their research. We will soon provide more information through this newsletter.
I would also like to take this opportunity to invite you to subscribe to our Revista de Historia y Ciencias Sociales. We also welcome submission. In an upcoming edition, we will be publishing six articles related to oral history and written by professionals from different Latin American countries. The subscription rate is $10 and is payable through a bank transfer to the Banco de la Producción (BANPRO), account number 100-324-040-690-24. The subscription covers two issues per year. Members of the collective presented the following papers: "Primary school historical research projects and the making of oral archives," (D. Daza); "Uses of public places in Bogota, 1910 Bogota, -1948 : An historical perspective from social practices and collective memory" (L. Para); and "The sway of categories from history (as a discipline) during the implementation of oral history projects" (F. Castro). Fabio Castro presented a workshop on "Didactic uses of oral history, together with Laura Benadiba (Argentina) and Gerardo Necoechea (Mexico).
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This meeting benefited from a broad international participation, drawing more than forty researchers from Spain, Chile, the Dominican Republic, Costa Rica, Puerto Rico, Nicaragua, Honduras, Argentina, México and Colombia. There was also a good turnout from
Panama. The encounter served as a stage to promote the attendance of a large Latin America delegation for the next IOHA Congress to be held in Mexico, 2008 . It was also agreed that a third meeting will be held in Nicaragua, 2009.
Besides the tight academic agenda (organized into six seminars), participants had an opportunity to do some sightseeing. In our case, tourist attractions became places of learning about Panamanian history. The Avenida de los Mártires reminded us of the 1964 massacre committed by US Marines against the Panamanian people and a visit to the Canal Zone to see the locks and the land returned as a result of the Torrijos-Carter Treaty of 1977. In this way, we became familiar with processes such as the construction of a third set of locks, the sale of land and building of former US military bases. More obviously, we noted the architectural changes in the historical center-as well as in other parts of the city-derived from the "recovery" brought on by large tourist companies. We were also able to briefly consider the influence of Colombia in Panamanian history, such as the capital of reputed Colombian origin and the events of 1903 when Panama claimed its "independence" from Colombia or when Panama separated from Colombia as a result of US intervention and interests.
In regards to oral history, we were able to share experiences and discuss with Mercedes Vilanova (founder of the IOHA and director of the journal Historia, Antropología y Fuentes Orales), Pilar Domínguez (vice-president of the IOHA) and Jorge E. Aceves (CIESAS Mexico).
With them, we were able to survey experiences of oral history from Central America to Chile and to the Canary Islands. We were also able to see again a number of researchers that we had met in Brazil, Mexico and Bogota. All said, the oral history movement in Latin Americas is growing, slowly but surely. These essential questions were also discussed by the keynote speakers. Ronald J. Grele (Columbia University, USA) summarized recent interdisciplinary debates on oral history and Joanna Bornat (The Open University, UK) discussed oral history in relation to age and ageing. During three intensive days 47 papers were presented in 15 sessions on various topics: conflicts, survival and silence; experience and narration; identity and narration; oral and literary narration; social and collective memory; memories of work and environment; life-stories and genre; everyday life and popular culture; popular historiography; fieldwork methodology. The high-quality papers inspired a lively debate on oral history methodology.
Ronald J. Grele gave his keynote lecture on the first day of the symposium. Photo: Finnish Literature Society.
Oral history has become an important part of humanities and social sciences in Finland since the mid 1990s. Interdisciplinary initiative has come from folklore studies, history (especially history of mentalities, micro-history and gender studies), literature, anthropology, ethnology, comparative religion, psychology, sociology, linguistics. Several doctoral dissertations based on oral history have been published and defended since the 1990s. Oral history has also been strong in Estonia and Latvia where many research, interview and archival projects have been organized during the last years. The symposium "Memory and Narration" was an important footstep in this process and a stimulus for further cooperative projects. We would like to take this opportunity to share one of the oral history projects that the Historical Institute has organized. Formally entitled "Reconstructing the Common Memory for Reinclusion," it was baptized by Italian colleagues as "History saving lives."
Ulla-Maija
The project is directed towards youths from marginal neighborhoods on the outskirts of Buenos Aires, especially those in their last years of secondary school. These adolescents, often supported through government services, have such additional responsibilities as parenting children or supporting unemployed parents. We consider that this is a high risk group because of poverty, lack of adequate access to youth centers, and basically because they are young people with uncertain futures. In these locations the uncertainty is often amplified; in extreme situations some cannot even think of a possible future.
The oral history research is designed to link education with the community. As an extracurricular project, students will receive a monthly stipend for their efforts. The guidelines create a symbolic value representing completed work, where money is received as payment for services given. Also, guidelines establishing the relationship between students and the Historical Institute are governed though a contract. This incorporates into the working relationship concepts such as "the rule" (which normalizes ties), the idea of production, and the achievement of incorporating knowledge or reinforcing those already acquired through the development of specific tasks.
The project offers training in basic oral history techniques, for obtaining testimonies from people within the neighborhood, and for creating an oral archive based on the idea that these youths might explore their own history while at the same time processing, analyzing, and reconstructing the information they collect. This way, youths will create their own space that will eventually become recognized by the entire community. To begin this endeavor, we have counted upon the support of L´Associazzione Teatro Zelig di Torino, "Two Worlds and a Rose" Project [Proyecto "Dos mundos y una rosa"] and the Friends of the Historical Institute Association [Asociación Amigos del Instituto Histórico]. Before initiating fieldwork, several tutorials were held where students came prepared to discuss reading assignments about the times in which they are living. The International Oral History Association Newsletter level of complexity of the assignments has depended on the experience that participants acquire during group work, and of the specific realities of their everyday lives and their particular interests and goals.
The first of the partial results of this initial stage was a short text prepared by participants and read during the end-of-year school party. Another, longer text was published in the COPA's annual review and in Voces Recobradas (number 21). Participants also painted a mural with a theme of their choice, under the guidance of a wall painter. The second result was the cultural newsletter, Hablando bajo, Sobre la diversidad [Speaking Softly: About Diversity], which printed interview transcriptions of community members. Participants carried out recorded interviews and transcribed them on the computer. They chose topics to focus on, selected transcripts and photographs for publication, participated in the layout, and debating the personal observations that would be included in the publication. All activities were undertaken at the Historical Institute under the supervision and guidance of its professional staff. The youths presented their newspaper, along with a video explaining the work that they were undertaking, at the Workshop of Cultural Diversity . Currently, participants are undertaking an ambitious project of interviewing members of the distinct ethnic communities that coexist in the neighborhood. Through preparation of a traditional meal from their places of origin, subjects begin sharing their history and its cultural wealth. Through these meals they also exhibit the differences caused by their "uprootedness," which are tied to their identities. These interviews have been filmed. Next, participants will start depositing digitalized recordings for cataloguing in the Historical Institute's Oral History Archive. A planned objective is the filming a documentary to show the neighborhood from the perspectives of community members rather than the stigmatized stereotypes generated by mass media, such as drug addiction or delinquency. To carry this out, we are developing a course on technical editing of documentary video. The course was developed with the idea that learning this skill could enable the young people to use it as a tool for others assignments.
Debates have emerged regarding topics relevant to everyday issues common to youths, such as insecurity and falling through the social welfare net, personal efforts made to gain access to various services, and means of subsistence (formal work, university education), among others. Debates have arisen around different understandings of proposed theories with the goal of deepening our understanding of the issues at hand. The project seeks to use oral history not just as a record but as an instrument for the social transformation among youth groups facing difficult situations, to give greater meaning to learning. International Oral History Association Newsletter
Musical Past Project
The Brazilian National Library has completed the second stage of the "Musical Past Project." This project was developed by PUC-Rio and sponsored by Petrobrás. All of its content is available online and can be accessed through the National Library's homepage (www.bn.br/site/default) or directly at ww.bn.br/bnPortal/ site/pages/bibliotecaDigital/passadomusical/script/index.asp
CZECH REPUBLIC Czech Oral History Association (COHA) Founded
The Czech Oral History Association (COHA) is a nonprofit organization established to support and present oral history research and projects. The impulse for its founding originated at the 14 th International Oral History Conference in Sydney in 2006. While discussing the national associations in the world and the development of the interdisciplinary oral history research in the countries of the ex-Eastern bloc, a question arose about the possibility of establishing a Czech association. Miroslav Vaněk, one of the pioneers of the oral history method after the so-called "Velvet Revolution," and a long time director of the Oral History Center at the ICH of the Academy of Sciences in Prague, addressed a number of historians, anthropologists, ethnologists, linguists, archivists, and museums employees after his return from Sydney. Only half a year later, due to the considerable interest from the public, we are proud to present the Czech Oral History Association. The Sydney conference dealt significantly with the role of oral history method in the research of the contemporary his-International Oral History Association Newsletter tory. Many researchers pointed to certain dangers of such research, e.g. approaches favoring the "visible" or "winning political elites" and unethical treatment of narrators. More than once, media were mentioned in this context. Superficial approaches, sensationseeking or the non-acquaintance with the research subject can threaten the research itself and the method in general. Paradoxically, huge amount of collected material (due to digital technology) will impede interpretation. Such material could become easily manipulated if it varies in quality, doesn't follow the principles of oral history research, or doesn't take the context of history into account, etc. Therefore, national associations can help raise interest about oral history method and its usage in researches in the humanities not only in the Czech Republic, but throughout the ex-Eastern Bloc.
COHA's main goals are: a) to build and consolidate methodological instructions and rules of the oral history research in order to prevent the non-scientific usage; b) to thoroughly apply ethical principles of the oral history to research; c) to provide assistance to newly established institutions and inform the public about current projects, books, conferences and happenings; d) to maintain web pages with a bulletin; e) to link particular archives of existing Czech oral history testimonies with respect to each institution's and organization's rules of providing access to them (i.e. not building one "mega" archive); and, hopefully, f) to host the 16th International Oral History Conference in Prague. This is one of the most important medium-term plans of the Association, which would serve as a challenge for all the interested (organizers, researchers, sponsors etc.) and possibly as an inspiration for many other similar institutions in Middle and East Europe.
Membership is open to any individual or institution supporting the goals and objectives of the association. For more information visit www.oralhistory.cz
SPAIN Clandestine Voices: Oral History and the Anti-Francoist Armed Resistance.
Our research has focused on the armed anti-Francoist resistance that developed in eastern Andalusia between 1939 and 1952. For this work we have relied on an important volume of written documentation, but also from beginning we have been conscious of the need to document rich and complex oral history sources. What has drawn us to explore these often controversial sources of historical insight?
First, the majority of the written sources (with the exception of the clandestine press or the scarce memoirs of guerrilla fighters and their neighbors) belong to the repressive forces, institutions of the pro-Franco dictatorship or the official press. These provided International Oral History Association Newsletter partial and strictly operational or military versions of the story and which marginalized or quashed other perspectives. The historical record derived from them remains fragmented. Obscured from the historical record are perspectives that highlight the domains of daily life, individual and collective experiences or personal motivations, including key features like the nature of interpersonal relations, individual biographies of protagonists or their neighbours who suffered the consequences of the armed conflict. These other stories can be brought out by an appreciation of oral sources. An appreciation of oral sources can broaden our understanding of the relative aspects of memory and the effect of phenomena, such as repression and other post-conflict influences on altering memories of the resistance experience. This will allow us to analyze perspectives as diverse as the most extreme cases of family forgetting/silence or the impact of processes such as the "saturation of memory" through historical myths.
Methodologically, it is important to point out two key considerations in compiling information from oral interviews. The anti-Francoist resistance occurred over sixty years ago and the phenomenon suffered broad-ranging repression, resulting in two significant problems for the researcher: the scarcity of direct firsthand accounts and, to a lesser degree, a certain fear of speaking about the phenomena in a rural ambience, which was a natural habitat of the armed resistance to the Franco regime. This area is also importance since phenomena such as migrations or societal transformations in recent decades have not undone networks and loyalties within the community. These aspects have determined both the selection of sources and the approach to the development, planning and method of conducting the interviews, changing in accordance with the context and proper needs of each interviewee.
To date we have carried out eleven interviews that we can differentiate according to typology and according to the subject's position in the conflict: four village community members close to actual combatants, three family members of guerrilla fighters, three actual guerrilla fighters, and one civil guard member. Of the eleven, five have permitted us to conduct recorded audio interviews (the three guerrillas, the civil guard and one family member). One villager explained that he/she desired to remain anonymous. The interviews were conducted in the interviewees' homes, with a few exceptions. One villager was interviewed on the street, one family member in a café, and another family member over the telephone. The interviews lasted about three hours, although one with a villager lasted half an hour, and two others with family members lasted over several days. Our intention is to include approximately fifty oral interviews over four years. While the study period may seem excessive, it must be taken into consideration that an oral interview obtains better results when it is based on documentary preparation by the interviewers, along with prior contact with the interviewee to dispel any mistrust about our intentions.
The results have been positive, bringing out not only information about aspects missing in the written documentary sources but also providing insights into the process of memory construction. Memory provides us with a window into the individual, family or collective experience of the interviewee but in a particular chronological fashion. The ex-International Oral History Association Newsletter perience unravels in real-time, in the nucleus of the action, with its representations and experiences of the past, in addition to some expectations projected on the future. On the other hand, memory is located in a present that was once the unknown future. Memory is an exercise of reliving the past from the new coordinates of its future; that is to say, with an aggregate of accumulated experiences and different expectations. In clearer terms, we are unable to confound memory with experience, and even less, memory with history. Memory can sometimes speak to us more about the present than the actual past, which is one of the major challenges facing the historian.
In conclusion, we encounter clandestine voices that help us to understand not only history, but also its myths, memories, representations and images. This is a field of enormous potential.
Jorge Marco, Universidad Complutense de Madrid marco_jorge77@yahoo.es
Canary Emigration to the Spanish Sahara: Memory and History through Oral Sources
After the 1885 Berlin Congress, the Sahara remained under the Spanish flag as a protectorate, as were Ifni and Equatorial Guinea. It was not until Franco took power that much attention was given to the region, resulting in numerous studies and analysis. Also as a result of the discovery of rich deposits of phosphate and petroleum, added to the fertile fishing banks of the Canary-Sahara region, the Sahara became a key feature of the Spanish economic and political scheme. Starting in the 1940s, a flow of Spanish migrants began to arrive in the colony, a development that became more pronounced in the 1960s and 1970s, when the phosphate company, Fos-Bucráa began business there. In 1975, the Spanish government abandoned the territory, leaving its administration to Morocco. On the same day the Spanish flag was lowered in the Sahara, on 28 February 1976, the Saharawi Arab Democratic Republic (SADR) emerged.
The objective of this study is the examination and reconstruction of the causes that led thousands of Canary Islanders to establish a new life in the Spanish Sahara. In addition, this study aims to understand aspects of work and labor undertaken in the colony. This will be achieved through the use of oral sources. Many Spaniards from the peninsula migrated to the area to work most commonly in the administrative services. Canary Islanders, more numerous than other Spanish migrant groups, worked in a wide variety of positions. Thus, the prospect of interviewing the first generation of Canary Islanders that emigrated to neighbouring shores, provides an opportunity to understand the causes of this migratory movement in addition to exposing types of labour activities.
This investigation is divided into five phases. The first consisted of developing an interview questionnaire that draws attention to objectives framed by an economic perspective. This document is structured in six parts. First, this study establishes a life-history of the International Oral History Association Newsletter migrant before they took the decision to depart the island of Grand Canaria for the Spanish Sahara, including family origins, education and working conditions. Also of interest is information that migrant possessed regarding the destination as well as, more importantly, factors that motivated them to migrate. Second, this study examined the emigrant's city of choice in Spanish Sahara. It also considered differences in occupation and working condition, making it possible to compare these with standards in the Canary Islands. The third section collected personal experiences of everyday life and relations with the Saharauis. This section also reflected on the level of information provided to the subject concerning the political and social climate in the Spanish colony. The fourth section examined the moment of return. Here, the study examined the driving force that motivated the subject (and his or her family, if they had one) to decide to leave the Spanish Sahara, particularly if leaving was due to a personal decision or, in contrast, was a result of the mandatory evacuation in November 1975. At the end of the interview, the subject was asked to give a general and personal overview of their experiences in the Spanish Sahara, as well as the consequences from the change that arose in their lives when they returned to the islands.
The second stage consisted of selecting and making initial contact with the subject to be interviewed. This step is initially carried out over the telephone. Those whose name had been suggested by someone previously interviewed often responded more frequently. In regards to their personal profile, subjects were required to be a woman or man who was a first generation migrant and who had lived at five years in the former Spanish colony. This last requirement was omitted if the person was present during the 1975 evacuation or if he or she worked in Fos-Bucráa (Bucráa Phosphates), the most important company in the Spanish Sahara (both are important chapters within the project). This company belonged to the INI (National Institute of Industry) and currently, under Moroccan control, is a key economic component of the Sahara. The professional makeup of those interviewed is quite varied. Of particular interest are the testimonies of those who were school teachers, employees of large companies, entrepreneurs, electricians, laborers, or housewives. Those in the military sector were excluded as their stay in the Sahara was due to other factors.
The third stage corresponded to conducting the interview. This took place, whenever possible, in the home of the subject being interviewed. Indeed, an important aspect of the interview process is the silence of the room and the sole presence of the interviewer. Also, conducting the interview in the subject's home not only allows for the subject to be more relaxed, but also able to show his or her photographs or documents during an appropriate moment.
The next stage began when a transcription of the interview was made. Finally, the completed transcription is then compared and contrasted with other sources extracted from archives and newspaper deposits.
The testimonies collected for this project will help ensure that the recent past is not forgotten. This entails the recovery of memory and the opportunity to return History to the International Oral History Association Newsletter hands of its protagonists.
Beatriz Andreu Mediero. University of Las Palmas de Gran Canaria beatrizandreu@hotmail.com
UNITED STATES Frontline Diplomacy: The Foreign Affairs Oral History Collection
A new online collection of interviews with some of the most prominent diplomats of the 20th century is now available from the Library of Congress's American Memory Web site: http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/index.html. "Frontline Diplomacy: The Foreign Affairs Oral History Collection of the Association for Diplomatic Studies and Training" http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/collections/diplomacy/ presents a window into the lives of American diplomats. Transcripts of interviews with U.S. diplomatic personnel capture their experiences, motivations, critiques, personal analyses and private thoughts. These elements are crucial to understanding the full story of the creation of a structure of stable relationships that maintained world peace and protected U.S. interests and values.
Most of the interviews in the collection come from foreign service officers, but there also are some with political appointees and other officials. This collection captures the postWorld War II period in vivid terms and intimate detail, documenting the way U.S. diplomacy defended the United States and its interests in a challenging world. The narratives span the major diplomatic crises and issues that faced the United States during the second half of the 20th century and, as new interviews are added will include developments in the 21st century. The 1,301 transcripts of oral history interviews were donated by the Association for Diplomatic Studies and Training, a private, nonprofit organization. 
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The full text of the official press release is available at: http://www.loc.gov/today/pr/2007/07-029.html. For further information please contact the Library's Manuscript Division: http://www.loc.gov/rr/askalib/ask-mss2.html. Lawsuits for campus recognition. Marching through campus in the first ever gay freedom day celebration. Organizing meetings in a local diner, since campus was not a very "gay place to be." Organizing "confabs" of student leaders from across the state of California. These are just some of the stories I am uncovering in my on-going research examining the history of the early days of gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender (GLBT) student organizing on college and university campuses in California. Focusing primarily on the period between the mid-1960s and the early 1980s, the project traces the political awakening of a new generation of GLBT students on campus. Inspired primarily by other contemporaneous liberation movements as well as the broader student movement happening around them, GLBT students began to come out claim space, confront homophobia, and offer a sort of "queer counterculture" to correct what was typically a heterosexual campus culture. Yet, those early efforts were not easy. Students faced administration and alumni opposition. They also discovered the challenges of organizing across race, ethnicity, class and gender. What emerged, however, was the creation of a new public presence for GLBT students on campus that led to community building, new curriculum, and a more inclusive campus culture for all sexual minorities.
Laura Gottesman
Research for the project has proceeded in two main ways. In archives across the state, I have mined campus specific special collections, examined student newspapers, and culled the rich holdings of GLBT archives and libraries, especially the GLBT Historical Society in San Francisco (http://glbthistory.org), which include collections of personal papers, flyers from campus events, oral histories, and a vast collection of gay and lesbian newspapers and periodicals. Because official records often ignore or misrepresent the GLBT experience, the project is also relying on the collection of an anticipated 40 oral histories from former students, faculty, gay liberation and women's liberation activists, as well as local community members. I am currently completing this phase of the project. Original tapes and transcriptions will be donated to the GLBT Historical Society for the use by future generations of researchers and community members. The final product will be an anticipated book length study and a possible public exhibition which I hope will travel to some of the campuses I am examining in the research.
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Directing and editing Smells Like Money: The Story of Bellingham's Georgia Pacific
Plant was an incredible learning experience. I had no idea what to expect when I started work on the film as part of an oral history course. I couldn't have imagined the laborious but rewarding process of piecing together 70 years of history, and I certainly didn't expect the final product to be of such historical value to the city of Bellingham, Washington.
The documentary is based on oral history interviews I conducted with six former employees of the GP Pulp Mill in Bellingham. Although I knew very little about the history of the mill, I knew that there had been some controversy a few years back about environmental concerns, and that the mill had closed shortly afterwards, so I expected environmental issues to be the main focus of the film.
Initially, I toyed with the idea of interviewing some of the community members who protested the plant's environmental impact. I was doing exactly what I'd been taught numerous times in journalism and other writing courses, looking for the conflict. I envisioned the GP employees talking about "those hippy environmentalists," juxtaposed with clips of the community members accusing the plant of not caring about the environment.
I did get some sound bites that I could have used to make the film a mudslinging contest between GP employees and environmentalists, but when I looked at the interviews as a whole, I realized that these men were offering up completely rational justifications for beliefs that were, at least on the surface, different from my own. Presenting the story as a conflict between the workers and environmentalists, would not only be a misrepresentation of what the interviewees were saying, it would be doing a disservice to the preservation of this important part of Bellingham's history.
It is difficult for many people to understand how anyone could look so favorably on the plant when, from their perspective, it was so harmful to the community. To the majority of Bellingham, the plant was nothing but an eyesore and a polluter, destroying Bellingham's waterfront for corporate profits. Although there is some truth to this statement, it is not a view that is shared by everyone. To the men I interviewed the mill was not just a International Oral History Association Newsletter source of income, but also a source of stability, friendships, and moral support. They saw the plant as a place that provided a valuable service to the community that honestly tried to have as little impact on the environment as it could while still maintaining its economy viability. Knowing that the plant represented all those things to these men, I can understand why they feel the way they do about it, and their ability to look past some of its flaws. To them, the good the plant did for them, for the community and for their coworkers, far outweighed any negative impact that it had on the environment or the visual aesthetics of the city. This is not a perspective that is heard very often in the public discourse in Bellingham, because from what I've seen, few people understand fully it. For me, it took the process of interviewing these 6 men for this film to truly understand it.
Because hearing the perspective of the GP employees was so insightful for me, I wanted to make sure that the film was an accurate representation of what the men said, so that others could learn from them as well. I made sure to include any recurring themes that came up in the interviews. The most prevalent themes were the phrase "like a family" used to describe the atmosphere of the mill, and the pride they felt in their work. It was attitudes such as those that helped me to understand their perspective more than any environmental impact studies they cited in the interviews, so I really wanted to make sure that I represented their attitudes as accurately as I represented the facts.
Although I felt like I was asking a favor for them to sit down and talk with me, all the men I interviewed were more than willing to share their experiences, and many thanked me afterwards for giving them the opportunity to do so. It was this eagerness to share their perspective that made me committed to accurately representing their ideas as best I could. If I didn't show their side of the story, who would? International Oral History Association Newsletter wide variety of organizations and institutes-to record the one-of-a-kind interviews of wartime veterans and send them to VHP where they are housed in the permanent collections of the Library of Congress. To date, VHP has collected over 45,000 individual stories.
The War is a seven-part series, directed and produced by Ken Burns and Lynn Novick, which provides a partial snapshot of the World War II experience through the personal accounts of a handful of men and women from four geographically distributed American towns: Waterbury, Connecticut; Mobile, Alabama; Sacramento, California; and the tiny farming town of Luverne, Minnesota. The series explores the most intimate human dimensions of one of the greatest cataclysms in history-a worldwide catastrophe that touched the lives of people throughout the country-and demonstrates that in extraordinary times, there are no ordinary lives.
PBS hopes that the personal stories portrayed in its broadcast of The War will inspire others to share their memories with their friends, families, communities and, ultimately, the Library of Congress, as part a national discussion about this pivotal period in American history. The Veterans History Project has developed a field guide on how to conduct an oral history interview, which includes pointers from Ken Burns and Lynn Novick on lighting and shooting the video. Additional information provides tips on how to send recorded interviews to the Veterans History Project. (1963) (1964) (1965) (1966) (1967) (1968) (1969) (1970) (1971) (1972) (1973) (1974) (1975) (1976) (1977) (1978) and Jane St experimental Theatre (1966 Theatre ( -1982 , has been underway. The SBW Foundation has contributed not only a wealth of theatrical memorabilia and manuscripts, but also its major collection of Australia-wide theatre programs and press cuttings, many of which have been donated or transferred from the former Denis Wolanski Library at the Sydney Opera House which closed in 1996. Together, the material now housed in the Archive at Alexandria, Sydney, represents a significant resource which can be accessed through the collection's Research Centre.
In April 2005, with special support from Lady Vincent Fairfax, the Oral History Project began to record interviews with actors, directors, designers, teachers and other arts practitioners. The aim is to illuminate, through personal accounts, the written and photographic archive material and three dimensional stage memorabilia such as costumes, masks, puppets and headwear held in the collection. It is hoped current students and researchers will gain insight and understanding into creative processes through these accounts of the experiences of those who have contributed to Australia's cultural heritage. Detailed research on each interview subject's career is undertaken before the interview and extensive use is made of the collection to prompt memory and to encourage focused observations on productions, rehearsals and working methods, audience response, career progress and the subject's unique qualities as a performer, director or teacher.
To date thirty-two interviews have been recorded onto CD-R, comprising approximately 110 hours. The oldest subject was born in 1913, the youngest in 1948. It is hoped twenty interviews will be researched and recorded each year and that some of the recorded material will be used for NIDA's 50 th birthday celebration exhibition. Most of the research and interviews are conducted by Dr Margaret Leask, but some specialist researchers and interviewers are engaged depending on the subject's field of work. At present transcripts are not available for all interviews and some are subject to restriction, but most are available for research purposes and copies can be provided on request. For a list of interview subjects, dates, length of recordings, access and other information, please contact Dr Leask. The Archive and Performing Arts Collection is still in its very early stages but it is International Oral History Association Newsletter The Centre for Popular Memory in Cape Town, South Africa has an archive of over 2100 hours of audio and video, collected over the last 21 years. For us digitization and archiving are ways to preserve but also celebrate the living history of people living in this country.
The online archive houses digital copies of our material. All metadata is entered in a customized Dublin Core (DCQ) structure and public access is possible through our website www.popularmemory.org. Through this portal researchers can view and download all online material in the form of PDF's (for first language and translated transcripts, logs, images and collection entries). The second level includes the entry of streamed audio and video. While the development of digital solutions, such as CD ROM and streaming audio are ways to increase traffic to our archive, this runs in tandem with increasing the presence of people's stories outside the archive walls. This collection of over a thousand interviews in the Oral History Archive, founded 25 years ago in Budapest, is an unparalleled source of private history from the recent past. The book coincided with the 50th anniversary of the 1956 Hungarian Revolution, which it aimed to capture and convey through narratives and memoirs of participants. The eyewitness accounts included complement and illuminate each other. There are statements International Oral History Association Newsletter from people in all groups and institutions that historians see as major factors: the workers' councils, revolutionary committees, reform communist intelligentsia, street fighters, university students, and revived political parties. Alongside accounts of people in Budapest are many excerpts that cover important provincial events, often from people who have seldom or never spoken out before. Rather than fulsome narrative accounts, these are micro-histories, a mosaic of '56 that is more ambiguous, but more authentic as well.
The book begins in spring 1956, as more and more people were feeling that change had to come. Nor does the story of the revolution-rebellion, fighting, then a few days of victory-end on November 4 with the return of Soviet forces. It was months before János Kádár, helped to power by the Soviets, could feel his administration was secure. So the book extends to May 1, 1957, by which time many had left the country, the rearguard actions had died down, and people had been intimidated by arrests and reprisals. The revolution is shown through many people in many different lights. The extracts come chronologically, but in a multi-linear, not a linear form. There was not one revolution, but many at one time, sometimes in harmony and sometimes in dispute.
The variety also applies to the interviewees. It is significant what political background and direction people had, whether they came from a position of power or one of persecution, or had awoken to awareness for the first time in the summer of 1956. Nor is social background immaterial, or which side they supported in the uprising. The result is a myriad of '56 histories, yet surprisingly often, they spoke in chorus and created a harmony among themselves, despite widely different, even opposing values and viewpoints. The differences in the reactions and narratives are increased because some interviews were made before the change of system in 1989-90-under semi-legal conditions, when remembering '56 was not without its dangers-and because of the demand for '56 and '56-ers fluctuated after the change of system. Another differentiating factor is that interviewees were at various stages in their lives when they spoke, which affected what they saw as significant in their role in the revolution.
This compilation provides a chance for everyone, through the reminiscences of participants, to think the revolution through and perhaps arrive at a more dispassionate, sincere assessment of '56 itself. This account is based on the oral histories given to Agnes Khoo by sixteen women from Thailand, Malaysia and Singapore, of the part played by women in the 40-year guerrilla war fought by the Communist Party of Malaya (CPM). The war, which finally ended in 1989 with the Haadyai Peace Agreement between the CPM and the governments of Malaysia and Thailand, was a phase in a longer anti-colonial struggle that had begun under the British regime and gained strength during the Japanese occupation. Many of the women were from poor backgrounds, both Chinese and Malay, and their accounts describe not only their lives in the jungle, but the reasons they joined the guerrillas, and the difficulties some experienced in adjusting to a new life after the fighting ended. Many of the CPM veterans now live in 'peace villages' in southern Thailand.
Agnes Khoo speaks Mandarin Chinese, English and Dutch. She has been an NGO researcher and is now a PhD student at the University of Manchester. About her work, Professor Sheila Rowbotham has written: "Agnes Khoo has brought us not only a series of poignant and moving life stories; she has opened a path back to a forgotten history. Her book ensures that the traces of so much heroism and hope will not be covered over by the indifference of time." In 1979, an oral history program was established in the National Archives and Records Centre to document, preserve and disseminate the social memories of Singapore through recorded interviews with people from all walks of life. Since then, the collection has grown to about 16,000 hours, totaling about 3,150 interviewees. The collection is extensive not only in terms of subject and content, but also in the variety of languages and Chinese dialects (used widely in Singapore) recorded, although interviews conducted in English form the majority. Besides augmenting our collection, the OHC actively disseminates oral history by deploying interviews for different purposes, such as audiovisual presentations, exhibitions, plays and publications on various aspects of our nation's history.
Memories and Reflections
Over the years, the OHC has evolved from being merely a collector and repository of oral history recordings to taking a serious self re-assessment of its role. The OHC regularly conducts seminars and workshops on the oral history methodology, and provides advice International Oral History Association Newsletter to schools and organizations interested in this field. In 1988, it published its first handbook Oral History Manual to guide those interested in organizing oral history projects, particularly school teachers and community groups to conduct and build up personal and institutional memories via oral history. With changing technology and renewed mission of the OHC, a new edition entitled Memories and Reflections: Documenting a Nation's History through Oral History-The Singapore Experience has just been published in February 2007. The new edition comprehensively addresses issues and problems associated with using oral history as an information source and also details the key work processes including research planning, project and interview design, selection of recording equipment, interview techniques, transcribing, documentation, preservation, and finally dissemination and usage. It is not only a useful guide, but also tells the story of the work of the OHC since 1979.
Memories and Reflections is on sale now at $18.90 a copy. To purchase a copy of the publication, go to www.a2o.com.sg or e-mail eileen_ng@nhb.gov.sg Cape Town, like cities all over the world, brings together people from vastly different backgrounds. And, like other cities, it evokes a diverse range of feelings which reflect the experiences and memories of the people who live in it. As a port city, it has facilitated the flow of travelers from both the East and West for centuries. Its history includes periods of slavery and colonial rule, and more recently, racial apartheid government policies. Its geography features some of the most breathtaking natural beauty in the world. Since 1994 Cape Town has been in a process of political, social and economic transformation. But as a result of its painful legacies, contemporary Cape Town remains ambiguously a culturally diverse and divided city.
Imagining the City: Memories and Cultures in Cape
Town presents an array of oral and visual histories drawn from people who live, work and creatively express themselves in the city. Researched, written and produced by the staff and students of the Centre for Popular Memory (CPM) at the University of Cape Town, it aims to show that Cape Town is so much more than its physical infrastructure, or the clichés people use to describe it. The book reinforces neither the glossy tourist brochure image of the multicultural city nor the ahistorical descriptions of Cape Town as a violent, racist and un-African city. The chapters showcase the experience of the not-famous, the men and women who interact with the city at different times and places. In the process, it explores the significance of popular imagination in shaping memories, identities and agency.
Imagining the City presents oral texts and interpretations in a manner which mirrors stories and images back to the citizens of Cape Town, drawing on a range of academic disciplines including history, literature, art, music, sociology and psychology. Chapters deal, International Oral History Association Newsletter for the most part, with the historical legacy of apartheid, but also extend analysis beyond the critical post-apartheid movement of 1994. There is no single conceptual lens used to interpret the city, nor a historical chronology. Rather, through the words of musicians and Muslim cooks, bomb blast survivors and hip hop heads, migrants and macho rugby players, the city is made and unmade in people's imagination.
Imagining the City is not only relevant to academic debates but also refers to ongoing contestations over city governance and identity. As it transforms itself, Cape Town needs to imagine and re-imagine its own culturally diverse way. The kaleidoscope of memories and experiences that make up this book, signifying aspirations and belongings, as well as displacement and dispossession, are a part of this process. With its accessible text, fascinating array of subjects, and empathetic presentation, Imagining the City makes an important contribution to public discourse about a vision for, and ownership of, the city of Cape Town.
Copies of all of HSRC Press published titles are available from leading booksellers nationally, and from the online bookshop at www.hsrcpress.ac.za
Curating Oral Histories: From Interviews to Archives, by Nancy MacKay, Walnut Creek, Calif.: LEFT COAST PRESS , 2007
This book bridges the gap between those who conduct oral histories and those who care for them by covering rights management, archival processing, cataloging, preservation, and access. The book also faces the hard questions that come up regarding legal and ethical issues, recording technology, allocation of resources, and preservation. MacKay guides readers, step by step, to make the oral history archives ready, offering planning strategies and providing links to the most current information in this rapidly evolving field. MacKay lays out clear guidelines for current oral histories and explores possibilities digital technology provides.
MacKay very correctly makes the point that, while the focus often is placed on creating oral histories, there has not been enough discussion about caring for the materials once they have been created. This manuscript takes the complex archival and curatorial issues involved in caring for the materials and puts them into easy-to-understand language. In doing so, it helps not only archivists and curators, but oral historians working in all steps of the oral history process.
The price is US $24.95 (paperback) and $59.00 (cloth). It can be ordered at http://www.lcoastpress.com/book.php?id=33.
Barbara W. Sommer barbsom@aol.com
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Put it in Writing
WORDS AND SILENCES
Words and Silences the journal of the IOHA, is seeking contributions for the 2007 issue, articles, reviews of books, films, plays or other performances or exhibits that rely on oral history.
GUIDELINES:
Contributions may be written in English or Spanish (or both, which would save us translation work).
Use Word for windows 95 or later. In short pieces please include references, if necessary, in the text and not as footnotes.
For longer pieces, place footnotes at the end, as text and not in the automatic format. (c) Interviews: Interviewee's full name, interviewed by (interviewer's full name), place, date, reference to collection if any. Please email your article as an attachment to: wordsandsilences@inah.gob.mx or gnecoechea.deh@deh.inah.gob.mx
The DEADLINE for receipt of contributions is 1 February 2007. Please pass this request on to other oral historians.
H-ORALHIST
H-Oralhist (http://www.h-net.org/~oralhist/), is an on-line network for those interested in studies related to oral history. It is a member of the H-Net, the Humanities & Social Sciences Online initiative, an international interdisciplinary organization of scholars and teachers dedicated to utilizing the enormous educational potential of the Internet and the World Wide Web. Its edited lists and web sites publish peer reviewed essays, multimedia materials, and discussion for scholars and the interested public. The computing heart of
